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What was wrong with this assessment?

Assessment issues Principle/s of assessment this does not 
meet

Assessment was ‘sprung’ on the student Not fair

No written task instructions Not fair

No criteria describing what satisfactory 
performance looks like

Not reliable/ not fair

Assessment doesn’t cover all of the unit Not valid

Assessment stipulates what students 
have to draw and what to draw with

Not valid/ not flexible

Assessment too hard/ beyond the scope 
of the unit requirements

Not valid/ not fair

No information to assessors on how to 
set up for assessment

Not fair/ not reliable



What students want to know

What the assessment tasks are
When assessment is due 
Where assessment will take place
What I’m being assessed on and what I need to bring to the assessment
Who will assess me
How long I have to complete the assessment

The conditions of assessment (e.g. individual/open book/how many times, 
how to appeal assessment outcomes, allowable reasonable adjustment, 
number of allowable resubmits)

= Instructions to students



What assessors should have

A Good marking guide
e.g. 

Observation checklist
Questions and model answers
Project criteria specifying satisfactory performance (include an 
example)
Portfolio evidence and criteria for satisfactory performance 
(include an example)





What assessors should have

A Good marking guide
e.g. 

Observation checklist
Questions and model answers
Project criteria specifying satisfactory performance (include an example)
Portfolio evidence and criteria for satisfactory performance (include an example)

Clear instructions on how to set up and conduct assessment 
e.g. 

How to set up for assessment
What materials/resources are needed
How much assistance you can provide
What happens if a student’s assessment is unsatisfactory 
How to record and store assessments



The art of assessment



Applying the art to developing assessments

1. Valid assessment tasks
2. Good marking guides
3. Clear instructions to students
4. Clear instructions to assessors



Applying the art to developing assessments

1. Valid assessment tasks



Good assessments begin with the end 
in mind



What does competent look like?
BSBCMM401 Make a presentation

• Presentation Title Here• Training Package

• Unit of competency and assessment requirements

1. Unit Application

2. Performance evidence/knowledge evidence

3. Assessment conditions

4. Elements and performance criteria

• Own/colleagues vocational competency and currency

• Industry consultation



What methods do I use?

• Presentation Title Here

7. Written/oral 
questions

1. Observation of actual 
work performance 9. Observation of 

simulation of work 
performance

3. Portfolio of work

6. Interview

4. Workplace 
project/assignment

2. Third party 
observation/ report 

5. Case study / 
scenarios

10. Simulated 
workplace 

project/assignment

11. Observation by 
assessor or video of 

actual work 
performance

Work based Face-to- face/ out of 
class/online/telephone

8. Portfolio of 
work

Knowledge 
assessment

Practical  
assessment

Project
assessment



Contribute to team effectiveness



Contribute to team effectiveness

AT1 – Planning for effective team outcomes
• Overview of problem/process 
• Outline the purpose of the team
• Who is responsible for what
• What legislation, regulation, policies and 

procedures need to be considered
• How will communication occur

AT2 – Simulated meeting with team members
Part 1 Observe (face to face/webinar) 
• Share and discuss problem/process
• Agree on a plan to address problem/process 
• Agree on who will do what/when
• Identify support and resources required
• Identify issues raised by team and provide suggestions for 

addressing these
Note: Assign roles to team members e.g. reluctant to participate, 
raises an issue
Part 2 Meeting follow up
• Communicate outcomes of meeting with the team and manager
• Follow up on any actions/issues including providing solutions  



AT2 
Deliver the 
presentation 
according to 
plan in AT 1
(practical/ 
observation)

AT1
Presentation 
plan (project)

AT3 Third 
party 
observation 





AT1
Presentation 
plan (project)

AT2
Deliver the 
presentation 
according to 
plan in AT 1
(practical/ 
observation)

AT3 Third 
party 
observation 



4 steps to good assessment tasks

2. Good marking guides



Marking guides

Assess what you need to assess
What evidence do I need to see/hear/read?

Must be reliable 
Clear and detailed marking guide for assessors (and students)

• Knowledge based assessment: questions with model/required answers
• Practical assessment: observation checklist 
• Project/portfolio assessment: rubric (descriptive or as a marking 

checklist)



Developing a marking guide

Assessment methods Examples of Assessment  tools
Observation of skill • Detailed observation checklist (NOT the performance criteria)

Knowledge test • Questions (related as much as possible to actual work situations/tasks) 
with model answers/responses

Portfolio/project • Checklist (rubric) of the required evidence (documents)
• Description of the criteria the portfolio is marked on 
• Provide templates (if appropriate)
• Examples of C/NYC portfolios 



Observation Assessments





Criteria Highly satisfactory (3) Satisfactory (2) Not yet satisfactory

Content The presenter clearly outlines the
desired outcomes for the
presentation. 
The content clearly supported the
topic and used a variety of
relevant information to 
communicate the key concepts
e.g. case studies, examples and 
evidence.
The presenter is readily able to 
adapt the presentation based on
the needs of the audience and
situation. 
The presentation information was
well organised, culturally 
appropriate with 2 or less 
grammatical or spelling errors

The presenter outlined the desired 
outcomes for the presentation
used content mostly relevant to
these outcomes.
The presenter sticks to the topic
with an acceptable variety of 
information to communicate the
key concepts. 
The presenter adapts the content
in a general way to the needs of
the audience and the situation.
The presentation information was 
culturally appropriate.
The information presented
demonstrated acceptable literacy 
skills (e.g. mostly grammatically
correct and mostly correct spelling
used)

The presenter provides little
variety of content and/or too much 
information that is not relevant to
the task.
The desired outcomes of the 
presentation are not clear.
The presenter does not seek to
understand the needs of the 
audience and/or was culturally
inappropriate at times.
Spelling and grammatical errors 
detracted from the presentation.

Delivery The presenter delivers the
message in an informative and
engaging manner.
Presentation techniques were 
highly suited to their content and
topic, persuasively 
communicating with the audience.
The presenter effectively
answered questions without
getting off topic and provided
opportunities for their audience to
seek clarification on central ideas.

The presenter appears mostly
confident and enthusiastic in their 
topic.
They speak clearly and used
persuasive communication 
techniques to gain audience
interest.
They were able to answer most
questions directly related to the
topic.
They were mostly able to manage
their audience and stay on topic.

The presenter was difficult to
understand at times and/or was 
unable to engage the audience for
much of the presentation.
The presenter was unable to
answer key questions related to 
the topic. 
There were times when they were 
unable to effectively manage the
audience or stay on topic.



Knowledge Assessments



use the observation assessment to also assess knowledge
Ask verbal questions 



use the observation assessment to also assess knowledge
Ask verbal questions

1. What would you do if the cash register wasn’t working 
properly?

Model response:

2. What would you do if after completing the sale, the customer 
says that you had charged them too much?

Model response:



Questions
Satisfactory 
response
Yes No

1. Name all the PPE the person above is wearing and explain why it is 
important he is wearing each one

Students must name all three and provide one reason for wearing the PPE

A. Protective gloves - to prevent skin contact with solvents and protect 
from metal particles

B. Overalls – to protect clothing and body from solvents/paint and metal 
particles

C. Dust mask – to prevent inhaling solvent/paint fumes, small particles that 
can cause respirator (breathing problems) and cause headaches, 
nausea, dizziness.

Student response if other:

Consider including a 
relevant scenario that 
students show how they 
can apply their 
knowledge

Example: Knowledge assessment marking guide



unit: CHCCCS020 Respond effectively to behaviours of concern

Provide a scenario of an incident covering different behaviours of concern in an aged 
care facility.

Include details such as the persons involved, any relevant background information and what happened

Questions
Satisfactory 
response
Yes No

1. Identify the behaviour of concern in this scenario
Add model response

2. What workplace policies and/or procedures do you need to consider in responding 
to this scenario? 
Add model response

3. You are the only employee in the vicinity – how do you respond?
Add model response

4. Who and how could you safely seek assistance in this situation? 
Add model response

5. What key legal or ethical considerations are needed regarding the following?:
(include any key legislation or organisation policies and procedures relevant to each)

Your duty of care?
Add model response

The rights of the person exhibiting the behaviour of concern?
safety of self and others?

Add model response

Consider 
including a 
relevant 
scenario that 
students show 
how they can 
apply their 
knowledge

Example: Scenario based knowledge assessment marking guide



Project/portfolio 
Assessments



Clearly break down the 
project requirements 
into ‘chunks’ 
Then create a marking 
guide against each 
‘chunk’

Project/portfolio



4 steps to good assessment tasks

3. Clear instructions to students



Assessment should never be a mystery to 
learners



TASK instructions

Instructions to students on:

• How students are assessed

• What they are assessed on

• Where they are assessed

• When they will be assessed

• Who will assess them



Assessment 
task number 
and title

What they 
need to do

Where this 
task fits in 
with other 
tasks (if relevant)

When they
will be 
assessed 
and how 
long it takes



continued

How they
will be 
assessed –
they see the 
criteria up 
front



Conditions for assessment
Consider things such as:

Is this an open or closed ‘book’ assessment
Individual or group assessment
How much assistance are they allowed
How to arrange or negotiate for any adjustments to assessment
If they will be graded or deemed satisfactory/not satisfactory only
If they must demonstrate all criteria listed to be deemed satisfactory
What happens if they are deemed not satisfactory
How they need to submit assessment (if relevant)





Material and resources required
Students to supply

Presentation materials and 
resources 
e.g.
PowerPoint presentation on a 
USB stick
Handouts, props or materials 
used in the presentation
Specialised software if not 
available at the assessment 
location (discuss requirements 
with your assessor)

Assessor to supply

Whiteboard 
Computer connected to a data 
projector and the internet with 
speakers
Appropriate room and seating 
arrangements for the 
presentation



Instructions to assessors

Preparing for the assessment
Delivering the assessment
Making assessment decisions
Providing feedback to students

And information on:
• How assessment outcomes are recorded 
• How assessments are stored







Conduct effective assessment

Clause 1.8

The RTO implements an assessment system that ensures that 
assessment (including recognition of prior learning):

complies with the assessment requirements of the relevant 
training package or VET accredited course; and

is conducted in accordance with the Principles of Assessment 
contained in Table 1.8-1 and the Rules of Evidence contained in 
Table 1.8-2.



Principles of assessment - VRFF

Valid Reliable

Flexible Fair
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